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LET G be a topological group. A closed subgroup H of G is a uniform subgroup if the 
homogeneous space G/H is compact. In this note, we shall study the relation between discrete 
uniform subgroups and the radicals or nilradicals of the Lie groups. More specifically, given 
a discrete uniform subgroup r of an analytic group G, we shall prove that (Theorem 2) if G 
contains no non-discrete compact normal analytic subgroups and the radical R(G) of G is 
simply connected, then TR(G) is closed if r is a discrete uniform nilpotent subgroup of G. 
The above statement is not generally true without the nilpotency of r [l]. We shall also give 
a proof of a statement (Corollary of Theorem 1) given by Auslander [3]. Though, in [3], he had 
briefly sketched the proof using results in [2], we have not been able to follow his suggestions 
(cf. Example after the Corollary of Theorem 2). 
If X is a subgroup of a topological group G, then I(X) denotes the identity component 
of the closure of X in G. 
LEMMA 1. Let N be a simply connected nilpotent analytic group and let F be a discrete 
uniform subgroup of N. Let Z be the central subgroup of N. Then ZT is closed and Z n I- is 
unifbrm in Z. 
Proof. Let A = I(TZ) and I? = r n A. Then r * Z = A. P is uniform in A. Since Z is 
central in N, r* is a normal subgroup of A. Because r* is a discrete normal subgroup of A, 
r* is central in A and A is an abelian group. 
Let 7 be an element of r. From the facts 
cy, l-*1 = {Y7*Y-lY*-1: y* E r*j c PI, A] = p/, l-*Z] C r* 
and [r, A] is connected, we conclude that p/, A] = {e}, where e is the identity element of N. 
Therefore A is central in N and A = Z. This implies that I(TZ) = Z and TZ is closed in N. 
COROLLARY 1. Let N be a simply connected nilpotent analytic group. Let N 2 Nl 3 
N2 -- - 1 N, =) (1) be the ascending central series of N. If r is a discrete uniform subgroup of N, 
then Ni r is closed in N for 1 5 i I 1. 
Standing notations. In the rest of this note, S denotes a simply connected solvable 
analytic group and K denotes a compact semi-simple analytic group. If G is an analytic 
group, then N(G) is the nil-radical of G and R(G) is the radical of G. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be an analytic group which is semi-direct product of S and K. Assume 
that G has no compact normal non-discrete analytic subgroups. Let S’ be any solruble analytic 
subgroup of G containing S. Then N(S’) = N(S). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of S. The theorem is trivially true 
when dim S = 0. We assume the theorem has been established for those groups whose 
dimension of the radical are less than dim Sand dim S > 0. Let V be the central subgroup of 
N(S). Let F be the identity component of the subgroup {YE K: fsf -‘s-’ E V for all s E S 1. 
Then F is a direct factor of K. It is clear that VF is a normal subgroup of SK = G and 
G/ VF contains no non-discrete compact normal analytic subgroup. Since G z SF 2 SF 2 
VF, and G/ VF 2 S’F/VF 2 S&lVF, S’F/VF is a solvable analytic subgroup containing the 
radical SF/ VF of G/VF. Moreover, dim SFjVF is less than dim S, so by the induction hypo- 
thesis, N(S’F/VF) = N(SF/VF). This implies that N(S’) c SF. Let p be the representation 
of SF on V induced by the restriction of inner automorphisms on V. Since V c center of 
N(S), N(S) c kernel of p. Let P be the component of the kernel of p 1 F. Let x E P and 
s E S. Then xsx- ’ = y for some y E V and x”sx-“s-~ = y”. The set (x”sx-“s-i 1 n E integers) 
has compact closure. But V does not contain non-trivial compact subgroups. Thus y = e 
and xsx - ’ = s. This implies that P is a compact normal subgroup of G. Hence P = (e). The 
kernel of p 1 F is finite. Observe that p(SF) = (S)p(F) and p(sMf) = p(f)&) for s E S, 
f E F. Let x E N(S’). Then x = sf for some s E S and some f E F. Then p(x) = p(s)p(f) = 
p(f)p(s). Thus p(f-‘) can be expressed as a polynomial of p(s). Since p(s) commutes with 
every element of p(F), this implies that pcf-‘) is in the center of p(F), and f -I is in the 
center of F. So we know that if x E N(S’) and x = sf, then f E the finite center of F. Therefore 
N(S) c N(S’) c S, and N(S) = N(S’). 
COROLLARY. G has the same assumptions as in Theorem 2. If IY is a discrete uniform sub- 
group of G, then TN(G) is closed in G. 
Proof By a result in [3], S c I(TS) and Z(TS) = S’ is a solvable group. Then 
N(S’) = N(S) c S’. Let I* = r n S’. By a result of lMostow, T*N(S’) = T*N(S) is closed in 
S’, a fortiori, TN(S) = TN(G) is closed. 
The following example shows that the statement given in [2; p. 279 line 51 is doubtful. 
Example (suggested by D. H. Lee). Let R2 be the two-dimensional vector group. Let 
K = {eznir 1 t E R where R is the additive group of reals} be the crircle group. Define 
p: R x K-t’GL(V) by 
\ sin 274s + t), cos 274s + t) 
PO> t) = \_ cos 24s + t), sin 2n(s + t) 
Form the semi-direct product S’ of V and R x K with respect to p. Then S = V@ R is a 
solvable normal subgroup of S’ and N(S) = V. However N(S) # N(S) and N(S’)/N(S) is 
not compact even though S’jS is compact. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an analytic group which is a semi-direct product of S and K and 
which contains no non-discrete compact normal subgroups. Let r be a discrete uniform 
nilpotent subgroup of G. Then TS is closed in G. 
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We need few lemmas before giving the proof of the theorem. 
Dejnirion. Let G be a topological group. An element ,K E G is a bounded element if the 
subset {gxg-’ : g E G} of G has compact closure. Then B = {_K E G; x is a bounded element) 
is a characteristic subgroup of G. 
THEOREM. (Tits [4]). Let G be an analytic group without non-discrete compact normal 
analytic subgroups. Then B(G) = B,(G)C(G) where C(G) is the central subgroup of G and 
B,,(G) is the identity component of B(G). Moreocer B,,(G) is contained in the center of N(G). 
LEMMA 2. If dim S > 0 then B, = B,(G) is non-tricialandyyy-’ = yfor y E randy E B, . 
Prooj Since dim S > 0, the dimension of the center 2 of N(S) is different from zero. 
By theorem 1, r n N(S) is uniform in N(S), hence I’ n Z is uniform in Z. Let 
r 1 r-l 3 F2 3 --- 3 r” 3 r-n+1 = (e) 
be the lower central sequence of r. Let r* = r n Z and r*j = lY* n r’. Then 
r* 2 r*i X _-_ 1 r*l 1 r*l+i = ___ = 3 r*n+i = (e) 
for some I 5 15 n. Let Vi be the vector subspace of Z spanned by rai and Bi = B,, n Vi. 
Since yy*~-~y*-l E r*‘+l = (e) for y E r, y* E r*’ and r is uniform in G, y* E B. . Thus 
V’ c BO and B, is non-trivial. We note that if x E B, , then y x y-l = x for all y E r. Then 
for xE B,_l, y x y-l = xy for some y E Bl . But x is a bounded element. This implies that 
y=e,andyxy-‘= x for all y E r. By induction, it is easy to see that for x E B, y x y-l = x 
for y E r. 
LEMMA3. B,={x~Z:yxy-‘=xforally~l-}. 
Proof. In fact, for xEG, if yxy-’ = x for all y E r, then x E B(G). In particular, if 
x E Z, and fixed under the action of r, then x E B, . 
LEMMA 4. r n B, is uniform in B, . 
Proof. Let A = I(TB,). Since Z(TZ) = Z, A c Z. Let r* = r n A. Then r* is uniform 
in A and T*Z = A. Let y E r. Then [y, r*] c [y, T’B,J = [y, A] c [y, I-*]. Since [y, A] is 
connected, this implies [y, A] = pi, r*] = (e) and A c B, . So we have A = B, . 
Proof of the theorem. We shall prove this theorem by induction on the dimension of S. 
Suppose the theorem has been established for the case where dim of the radical is less than 
dim S. Let F be the identity component of the subgroup {f E K: fsf -is-l E B,, for all s E S >. 
Then B, F is normal in G and G/B,, F contains no non-trivial compact normal subgroup. 
Then G/B, F 3 SF/B, F, and dim SF/B, F < dim S. Moreover, TB, F/B, F is uniform in 
G/B, F, thus Z(TSF/B, F) = SF/B, F and Z(TS) c SF. We may assume l7 c SF. Using the 
same technique which we employed in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain that if y E r and 
y = sf for some s E S, f E F then f is in the center of F. Now, it is easy to see that Z(TS) = S. 
Remark. The theorem 2 is not true in general if G contains non-trivial compact normal 
analytic subgroup. 
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Remark. Using a theorem of Bore1 [A], Theorem 2 can be generalized: Let G be an 
analytic group whose radical is simply connected. Assume that G contains no non-trivial 
compact connected normal subgroup. Let I- be a discrete uniform nilpotent subgroup. Then 
Z(TR(G)) = R(G). 
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